HUMANISING UNDERGROUND SPACES

SUSHMA GOH
CAVE HOUSES, HUANG RIVER VALLEY, CHINA

ROMAN CATACOMBS
CAPPADOCIA, TURKEY
CASTELLO DI SAN GOTTERDO, MEZZOCARONA, ITALY
WORLD WAR II BUNKER, GERMANY
ENTRANCES
I M PEI, THE LOUVRE EXPANSION, ENTRANCE PYRAMID
RECEPTION FOYER BENEATH THE PYRAMID
I M PEI, MIHO MUSEUM, KYOTO, JAPAN
I M PEI, MIHO MUSEUM, KYOTO, JAPAN
I M PEI, MIHO MUSEUM, KYOTO, JAPAN
I M PEI, MIHO MUSEUM, KYOTO, JAPAN
THE HORTON PLAZA,
LYCEUM THEATRE,
SAN DIEGO
KPF/LPT ARCHITECTS, CITYLINK, SINGAPORE
CITYLINK, EMERGENCY ESCAPE IN WAR MEMORIAL PARK
CCL 4 & 5 - TYPICAL STATION

TYPICAL ENTRANCE, CIRCLE LINE 4&5, SINGAPORE

CHICAGO METRO ENTRANCE

2 LEVEL STATION ENTRANCE VIEW
CANARY WHARF, LONDON
‘FOSTERITOS’ BILBAO, DAY AND NIGHT
DIMENSIONS,
PROPORTIONS,
WAYFINDING
CITYLINK, SINGAPORE
DHOBY GHAUT STATION, NEL, SINGAPORE
STRUCTURE AND LIGHT
BERNARD KOHN, GARE DU LYON, METEOR LINE, PARIS
GARE DU LYON, ARTIFICIAL RAINFOREST
HUMANISING UNDERGROUND SPACES